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Abstract—Trust has been reported as a key role in e-business, especially for a monetary based system like e-commerce. Therefore, many previous studies have been conducted to investigate the antecedents and consequences of consumer trust. But there has been little work done on establishing sensible solutions for leveraging consumer trust. Furthermore, previous studies in managerial trust have not demonstrated trust management that can illustrate a method to link their solutions with the consumers’ point of view. In this paper, we therefore propose a practical roadmap for establishing trust management strategy that is consistent with consumer perceptions. Within this roadmap, firstly, a component extraction is performed on survey data in order to identify the quality criteria that actually impact buying decision process. Based on these criteria, the sensible factors for establishing trust and satisfaction are discovered from the regression analysis. Then, the prediction equations for trust and satisfaction are generated. After that the results of prediction equations are applied with a fuzzy linguistic approach in order to convert these results in linguistic terms. Finally, trust management strategy is established. By using our proposed method, website managers can identify which are the quality criteria that are consistent with their customer perceptions and they can use these criteria as a basis for improving trust and satisfaction in their websites.

Index Terms—Trust management, Trust management strategy, E-Commerce, Quality criteria, Consumer trust, Fuzzy linguistic approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trust plays a key role in electronic business (e-business), especially in a monetary based system like electronic commerce (e-commerce) [1]. Generally, trust is a dynamic relationship between a trustor and trustee that depends on experience, time, and context [2]. Lacking of trust in trustees is an important barrier to obstruct trustors to exchange their assets [3].

On the internet, problems related fraud, spyware, and other vulnerabilities make buyers (trustors) feel worried about exchanging their personal information and money online [1,3,4]. To avoid these uncertainties, some buyers are more inclined to buy from traditional stores [2]. Moreover, lack of touch and feel in online shopping can also make buyers feel more risk when interacting with online vendors (trustees) [5]. In order to reduce the possibility of interaction with ineligible vendors, online buyers need to rely on their experience and other evidence to determine which vendors/websites can be trusted [2,5,6]. The dynamic of trust in e-commerce is caused by a change in perceptions between inexperienced and experienced buyers [7,8]. Buyers who do not have much experience can evaluate a target website through second-hand knowledge and their partial experience. No prior experience with the vendors can lead buyers to hesitate to transfer their personal information and money online [7]. On the other hand, experienced buyers perceive the website as more trustworthy, more useful, and easier to use [7,8].

According to the previous research in e-commerce, reputation, familiarity, information quality, security, privacy, ease of use, and usefulness are often found as the factors affecting trust for inexperienced buyers, while the provision of better support for service quality and system quality are the two most important factors that affect trust for experienced buyers. Therefore, online vendors should start their initial relationship with inexperienced buyers by providing high quality content and workable internal operation, and then decide to maintain the website for experienced buyers by providing acceptable service delivery, adequate security mechanisms, sufficient privacy protection, effective usability, and online shopping incentives [7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17]. In addition, online vendors should not just be concerned about the functional attributes but also about hedonic attributes (e.g., appealing layout, enjoyable and exciting activities) that have the ability to delight and satisfy customers [18].

Following the major findings discussed above, we can indicate that many previous studies in e-commerce have been conducted to investigate the antecedents and consequences of consumer trust, there has been little work done on establishing sensible concepts for leveraging consumer trust [13]. Therefore, in this paper, we develop a roadmap for establishing trust management strategy in e-commerce context that has often been found as an under-trusting context.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II presents the concept of trust in e-business; quality
In order to be able to manage trust effectively, it is crucial to understand the factors influencing trust for e-business in each specific context [19]. In e-commerce context, trust remains challenging for researchers because of the complexity in its environment. Based on consumer perspective, not only technical criteria but also cultural, psychological, and social factors that should be taken into account to evaluate trust [4]. In previous studies, trust shows potential for increasing satisfaction and intention to purchase for the first time [10,12,15,17]. In the long run, trust also shows a significant direct effect on customer loyalty and indirect effect through customer satisfaction [15,20].

Based on McKnight et al. [21], trust in e-commerce can be separated into two stages: 1) trust in an exploratory stage or initial trust for inexperienced buyers and 2) trust in a commitment stage or ongoing trust for experienced buyers [22].

According to the important findings described in Table 1, we have found that the factors associated with the development of initial trust can be classified into three distinctive groups as follows: 1) personal traits, 2) social image, and 3) website quality [7,8,21,23]. Personal traits are the factors that reflect personal belief and individual experience. Social image refers to the social agreements about the website. However, it is complicated to manage both personal traits and social image in practice. These two factors are beyond the scope of website operation, and it also takes a long time to establish a good image from public society. For this reason, online vendors should develop and maintain consistency for all quality aspects in their internal process. With this sincere expression, shoppers will perceive the website as the best destination for delivering high quality products and services. Eventually, the shoppers will show their trust and not hesitate to come back.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Important findings in recent research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information quality</td>
<td>Information available on a website should be accurate, current, relevant, useful, and easy to understand [7,13,14]. Information quality shows a major impact on initial trust [7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and privacy</td>
<td>Protection of personal information and security in an electronic payment system are the major concerns among potential customers [13,21,23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use system</td>
<td>Good navigation and an easy-to-use system can create initial trust [8,23,24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness system</td>
<td>A useful system and effective search function can increase initial trust [8,23,24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website reputation</td>
<td>Reputation represents social image on a website. A good reputation is a valuable asset and requires a long term relationship to establish [8,10,21,23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>Familiarity is an experience based perception to reduce misunderstanding about a system and service operations [8]. The more familiarity, the more trust customers will have on a website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust propensity</td>
<td>Trust propensity is a personal experience which people show faith or belief in humanity. Trust propensity is very important in the phase of initial trust [8,23].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to be able to manage trust effectively, it is crucial to understand the factors influencing trust for e-business in each specific context [19]. In e-commerce context, trust remains challenging for researchers because of the complexity in its environment. Based on consumer perspective, not only technical criteria but also cultural, psychological, and social factors that should be taken into account to evaluate trust [4]. In previous studies, trust shows potential for increasing satisfaction and intention to purchase for the first time [10,12,15,17]. In the long run, trust also shows a significant direct effect on customer loyalty and indirect effect through customer satisfaction [15,20].

Based on McKnight et al. [21], trust in e-commerce can be separated into two stages: 1) trust in an exploratory stage or initial trust for inexperienced buyers and 2) trust in a commitment stage or ongoing trust for experienced buyers [22].

According to the important findings described in Table 1, we have found that the factors associated with the development of initial trust can be classified into three distinctive groups as follows: 1) personal traits, 2) social image, and 3) website quality [7,8,21,23]. Personal traits are the factors that reflect personal belief and individual experience. Social image refers to the social agreements about the website. However, it is complicated to manage both personal traits and social image in practice. These two factors are beyond the scope of website operation, and it also takes a long time to establish a good image from public society. For this reason, online vendors should develop and maintain consistency for all quality aspects in their internal process. With this sincere expression, shoppers will perceive the website as the best destination for delivering high quality products and services. Eventually, the shoppers will show their trust and not hesitate to come back.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Important findings in recent research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information quality</td>
<td>Information quality shows a weaker effect on trust for experienced buyers than inexperienced ones [7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and privacy</td>
<td>Privacy protection has a higher effect on ongoing trust than security protection [14].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment and responsiveness</td>
<td>Fulfillment and responsiveness are the most important factors that affect ongoing trust [10].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance processes</td>
<td>Assurance mechanisms, such as guarantee and regulation, have a positive effect on ongoing trust [24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedonic attributes</td>
<td>Fun and exciting activities can provide more satisfaction for experienced buyers [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive offers</td>
<td>Exclusive offers from a website can increase perceived value and enjoyment for experienced buyers [18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation and trust propensity</td>
<td>In most cases, reputation and trust propensity show a weaker effect on trust for experienced buyers than inexperienced ones [7,8,14,23].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experienced buyers become more familiar with the online shopping process. They have more trust in the website operation, and expect to get more appreciated services [7,8,24]. The possibility of repurchase from these customers will depend not only on their positive
experience with the previous purchase, but also on perceived benefits in the next purchase [18]. Over the long run, online vendors should be concerned with the quality attributes that can cultivate trust and increase customer satisfaction. The factors that affect both trust and satisfaction for experienced buyers are summarized in Table 2.

### III. ESTABLISHING TRUST AND SATISFACTION FROM QUALITY CRITERIA

With the insight knowledge obtained from the literature, as presented in the previous section, we can identify the factors that affect trust and satisfaction in both initial and long term relationships. Based on these factors, we can extract the quality criteria that can be used as an important tool to assess trust and satisfaction in our approach.

ISO 8402 defines quality as: “The totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bears on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs”. This definition indicates that proper quality criteria should provide the capability to leverage user satisfaction (or buyer satisfaction in e-commerce). Although trust has not been specified in ISO 8402 standard, trust remains the essential ingredient for interaction in the e-commerce system, as noted in the previous section. Moreover, some researchers also argued that trust and quality are interdependent terms [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context: E-Commerce</th>
<th>User: Inexperienced buyers</th>
<th>Context: E-Commerce</th>
<th>User: Experienced buyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information quality</strong></td>
<td>• Accurate information • Up-to-date information • Easy to understand format</td>
<td><strong>Information quality and search capability</strong></td>
<td>• Accurate information • Up-to-date information • Easy to understand format • Easy to use search system • Search results relevant to customer needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security and privacy</strong></td>
<td>• Virus and harmful programs prevention • Good collaboration with financial institutes • Protection system for personal data theft • Sense of good security • Identify reasons for gathering customer data • Customers can ask for detail of their data • Do not disclose customer data</td>
<td><strong>Security and privacy</strong></td>
<td>• Virus and harmful programs prevention • Good collaboration with financial institutes • Protection system for personal data theft • Sense of good security • Identify reasons for gathering customer data • Customers can ask for detail of their data • Do not disclose customer data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functionality and web design</strong></td>
<td>• Search results relevant to customer needs • Useful information from embedded social network • Sense of professional design • Outstanding design • Attractive multimedia</td>
<td><strong>Functionality and web design</strong></td>
<td>• Useful information from embedded social network • Sense of professional design • Outstanding design • Attractive multimedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensive shopping</strong></td>
<td>• Special discount for some products or services • Special discount to persuade customers • Special discount that is worthwhile</td>
<td><strong>Intensive shopping</strong></td>
<td>• Special discount for some products or services • Special discount to persuade customers • Special discount that is worthwhile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fulfillment and responsiveness</strong></td>
<td>• Responsible for unexpected delays • Deliver with accurate items • Deliver with quality items • Prompt staff to receive customer claims • Staff that can be contacted conveniently • FAQ that is helpful for customers • Reliable guarantee for products or services • Money back guarantee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1. Quality criteria for inexperienced and experienced buyers.
Therefore, quality criteria that can be used in practice to stimulate for both trust and satisfaction are the key components for driving e-commerce business. For this study, we define quality as the attributes or features that a website administrator should perform to leverage customer trust and satisfaction.

In order to establish quality criteria that support the above definition, we designed an instrument by using the literature provided in the previous section. The items in our instrument were updated after a pretest with 10 graduate students in information technology and 98 participants who were familiar with online shopping.

As of January 2013, the final version of the instrument was distributed to a convenience sample of 500 participants (300 undergraduate students and 200 employees) in Thailand. The participants were asked to identify a familiar website and evaluated its service quality. After inappropriate responses were suppressed, a total of 427 usable responses (represent 85.4%) were included in the validation and reliability testing.

In the validation process, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) with VARIMAX rotation. Components with eigen values greater than 1 were included in the validation and reliability testing.

Components with eigen values greater than 1 and factor loadings exceeding the cut-off point of 0.5 were considered. Reliability of the instrument was measured by cronbach’s alpha.

In order to avoid misinterpretation from incomplete shopping experience, fulfillment and responsiveness that are unfamiliar post-purchase criteria for inexperienced buyers were omitted from factor analysis. As a result, four principal components were extracted in the case of inexperienced group. The remaining items can be described as follows: 1) three items for information quality, 2) seven items for security and privacy, 3) five items for functionality and web design, and 4) three items for intensive shopping. Under the reliability testing, all components earned cronbach’s alpha above 0.7. It presents an adequate level of reliability.

In terms of component extraction for experienced group, five components were extracted. Component 1 is related to information quality and search capability, component 2 related to security and privacy, component 3 to functionality and web design, component 4 to intensive shopping, and component 5 to fulfillment and responsiveness. All components earned cronbach’s alpha above 0.8. This indicates that internal consistency should be obtained.

In addition, we found some different perceptions between inexperienced and experienced buyers. Some items in functionality combined with information quality for experienced group, which caused “information quality and search capability” to be identified as the new component. As a result, the items related to “functionality and web design” remained for inexperienced buyers rather than experienced ones.

According to the extraction results from PCA, we can access the quality criteria that are consistent with customer perceptions, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, the results of website assessment from these criteria can be used to improve the features that actually impact buying decision process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Initial Trust</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta ) (Beta)</td>
<td>T-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information quality</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>1.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and privacy</td>
<td>0.154*</td>
<td>1.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality and web design</td>
<td>0.220*</td>
<td>3.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive shopping</td>
<td>0.367**</td>
<td>5.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>39.380**</td>
<td>0.475/0.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²/adjusted R²</td>
<td>37.836**</td>
<td>0.465/0.453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at \( p < 0.05 \), ** Significant at \( p < 0.01 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Ongoing Trust</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \beta ) (Beta)</td>
<td>T-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information quality and search capability</td>
<td>0.231**</td>
<td>3.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and privacy</td>
<td>0.232*</td>
<td>3.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality and web design</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive shopping</td>
<td>0.231**</td>
<td>4.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment and responsiveness</td>
<td>0.208*</td>
<td>3.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>60.424**</td>
<td>0.555/0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²/adjusted R²</td>
<td>50.874**</td>
<td>0.512/0.502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at \( p < 0.05 \), ** Significant at \( p < 0.01 \)
In order to clarify the effect of each quality component for trust and satisfaction, regression analysis was performed with both inexperienced and experienced buyers. The results of regression analysis, as provided in Table 3 and 4, indicate that "intensive shopping" is the most important factor for boosting both initial trust and satisfaction among inexperienced buyers, while "information quality and search capability" is the most important component affecting ongoing trust and satisfaction in experienced buyers. This can be indicated that customers who are familiar with online shopping process would increasingly pay attention to useful information provided by the website.

Based on the findings from a drawn sample of this study, in order to persuade inexperienced buyers during the initial phase of customer engagement, the website administrator should be concerned about the quality criteria focus on: 1) intensive shopping, 2) functionality and web design, 3) security and privacy, and 4) information quality, respectively. While the important criteria for experienced buyers are: 1) information quality and search capability, 2) fulfillment and responsiveness, and 3) intensive shopping, respectively.

According to the results of regression analysis in Table 3 and 4, our findings differ from the previous studies in some aspects. Firstly, we were surprised to find that information quality has no significant effect on initial trust. This finding is in contrast to the result of the empirical study carried out by Kim et al. [7]. A possible explanation for this aspect may be that information quality is not yet sound to prescribe as the generalized activation of initial trust.

Secondly, the study by Liu et al. [18] found that appealing layout has a significant effect on satisfaction in experienced buyers, while we did not find this effect in our analysis. On the other hand, our findings indicate that "information quality and search capability" is the most important factor that shows a significant effect on trust and satisfaction among experienced buyers. As a result, the attributes that should be focused in order to respond to the perception of experienced buyers are the attributes that are relevant to effective search rather than appealing design.

IV. GENERATING PREDICTION EQUATION

In this section, prediction equations are generated to predict trust and satisfaction values for both inexperienced and experienced buyers. Trust and satisfaction values are performed with fuzzy linguistic approach in order to create trust management strategy.

Based on the quality criteria in accordance with customer perceptions and the results of regression analysis presented in the previous section, we can generate the equations for predicting trust and satisfaction along with the entire e-commerce process by using equations (1) and (2).

\[ B_i = \beta_i \frac{SD_y}{SD_x_i} \quad (1) \]

\[ A = \bar{Y} - (B_1)(\bar{X}_1) - (B_2)(\bar{X}_2) - \ldots - (B_n)(\bar{X}_n) \quad (2) \]

With equation (1), we can calculate \( B_i \) or the coefficient of \( i \) from each \( \beta \) (Beta), as provided in Tables 3 and 4. While equation (2) is used to calculate \( A \) or a constant value for the linear equation. Equations (3) to (6) that are derived after operating equations (1) and (2) are the resulting equations that can be used to predict trust and satisfaction for both inexperienced and experienced buyers.

\[ T_{ini} = 0.837 + 0.158SP + 0.241FWD + 0.381IS \quad (3) \]

Equation 4 represents a linear equation that is used to predict satisfaction among inexperienced buyers that is illustrated by Sinep. The factors that affect satisfaction for the initial stage are information quality (IQ), security and privacy (SP), functionality and web design (FWD), and intensive shopping (IS), as shown by the empirical results in Table 3.

\[ S_{sinep} = -0.132 + 0.192IQ + 0.240SP + 0.206FWD + 0.405IS \quad (4) \]

Equation 5 represents a linear equation that is used to predict ongoing trust for experienced buyers that is represented by Tong. The factors that affect ongoing trust are information quality and search capability (IQS), security and privacy (SP), intensive shopping (IS), and fulfillment and responsiveness (FR), as shown by the empirical results in Table 4.

\[ T_{ong} = -0.514 + 0.291IQS + 0.280SP + 0.298IS + 0.249FR \quad (5) \]

Equation (6) represents a linear equation that is used to predict satisfaction for experienced buyers that is illustrated by Sep. The factors that affect the satisfaction for ongoing stage are information quality and search capability (IQS), intensive shopping (IS), and fulfillment and responsiveness (FR), as provided by the results of regression analysis in Table 4.

\[ S_{sep} = 1.025 + 0.335IQS + 0.183IS + 0.216FR \quad (6) \]
V. DESCRIBING PREDICTION RESULTS WITH FUZZY MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS

As presented in the previous section, equations (3) to (6) will generate the results as a real number. With these results, it is difficult to determine what level of trust and satisfaction that should be assigned. We therefore decided to apply the obtained results with fuzzy membership functions in order to enable us to provide more precise answers with human intuitions common sense [26].

Fig. 2 displays the membership functions for $x_{output}$ that can be identified in terms of high, medium, or low. According to these linguistic terms, we can define the boundary of membership functions for $T_{init}$, $S_{init}$, $T_{ongo}$, and $S_{opp}$, as provided in equations (7) to (9).

\[
\mu_{Low}(x_{output}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x \leq 3.00 \\
(3.50 - x)/0.50, & 3.00 < x < 3.50 \\
0, & x \geq 3.50 
\end{cases} \quad (7)
\]

\[
\mu_{Medium}(x_{output}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 3.00, x \geq 4.00 \\
(x - 3.00)/0.50, & 3.00 < x < 3.50 \\
(4.00 - x)/0.50, & 3.50 < x < 4.00 
\end{cases} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\mu_{High}(x_{output}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x \leq 3.50 \\
(x - 3.50)/0.50, & 3.50 < x < 4.00 \\
1, & x \geq 4.00 
\end{cases} \quad (9)
\]

VI. TRUST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

While combining the prediction equations that derived from regression analysis with fuzzy membership functions, we therefore can identify trust management strategy that is consistent with overall buyer interaction through the e-commerce system. Trust management for this study is presented in a broader view in order to leverage both trust and satisfaction by using quality criteria that affect both of these factors. The proposed strategic trust can be divided into four strategies, as follows.

A. Initial Trust Strategy

The strategy for building initial trust for inexperienced buyers can be established based on the final results of website assessment. If the initial trust value is identified with the linguistic labels low or medium, it can be interpreted that websites can not be able to create a system that identifies good practice in the following aspects: 1) security and privacy, 2) functionality and web design, and 3) intensive shopping. Websites with low or medium initial trust groups should develop the above quality criteria to improve their capability that respond poorly to inexperienced buyers. As a precaution, the websites that can build high initial trust for inexperienced buyers should be aware that trust can change over time. Therefore, the website administrators should assess their website performance against their competitors regularly.

B. Strategy to Satisfy Inexperienced Buyers

If a total score of quality criteria assessment brings the fuzzy membership of satisfaction for inexperienced buyers falling in the linguistic label low or medium, it can be indicated that the websites cannot perform well in the following criteria: 1) information quality, 2) security and privacy, 3) functionality and web design, and 4) intensive shopping. The internal operations that do not fully serve these criteria will make inexperienced buyers hesitate to purchase products or services from the visited websites. In contrast, the websites that can leverage inexperienced buyers’ satisfaction at a high level will reach the ability to lead an actual purchasing decision [13]. The website administrator should maintain this satisfiable capability, as well as providing additional value of services for the next purchase.

C. Ongoing Trust Strategy

Even if experience buyers have more trust in their visited websites [8], but the websites that derived a low level of ongoing trust may neglect to perform actions in response to quality criteria in some aspects, as follows: 1) information quality and search capability, 2) security and privacy, 3) intensive shopping, and 4) fulfillment and responsiveness. The websites that can achieve a high level of ongoing trust should aim to develop a process that can truly protect their customers, especially in the process that helps or prevents the customers from many harmful activities on the internet.

D. Strategy to Satisfy Experienced Buyers

The websites that derived a low level of satisfaction for experienced buyers should pay attention to after-sales service and other value added services, in order to deliver adequate quality for their customers. The quality criteria that should be considered can be specified by three points, as follows: 1) information quality and search capability, 2) intensive shopping, and 3) fulfillment and responsiveness. Even the websites that derived a high level of satisfaction can create value added and after-sales services better than competitors, but nevertheless these websites should also
aim to develop other additional values, especially for providing useful information and intensive shopping.

In summary, all of these proposed strategies identified from quality criteria that can leverage trust and customer satisfaction for both inexperienced and experienced buyers. These strategies are intended to serve as a guideline for the manager of e-commerce website.

VII. ROADMAP FOR ESTABLISHING TRUST MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Trust managements that have been carried out in the past are different depending on the context in which they are assigned. In the context related to e-business, trust management should be developed to provide the assessment that is consistency with user perceptions in each particular system. Therefore, trust management, especially in monetary services like e-commerce, is still a challenge that researchers always tend to focus as the top priority [19].

Trust management in the context of e-commerce is complex and involves many aspects beyond technical interests [5]. In previous research, there is a lack of proper trust management that can illustrate the method to link a proposed model with customer perceptions. Therefore, in this research, we propose the roadmap for establishing trust management strategy, and each strategy identified from our roadmap is driven by the quality criteria that are consistent with customer perceptions in e-commerce services. In addition, the quality criteria in our approach also correspond to the process of building trust and satisfaction with e-commerce.

In this section, we summarize five steps in the roadmap that is used to establish trust management strategy in order to provide a practical guideline for website managers, other practitioners, and other researchers in related fields.

1. Define the scope of trust management for e-business
2. Identify the factors influencing trust
3. Establish the quality criteria based on the factors that influence trust
4. Generate method for predicting trust value
5. Create strategy for trust management

Fig. 3. The roadmap for establishing trust management in e-business using quality based assessment.

Our roadmap starts with defining the scope of trust management. The scope for managing trust in this case is identified as the boundary control for trust and satisfaction that are the two important factors in the transaction process of e-commerce system. In the next step, we need to identify the factors influencing both trust and satisfaction from the literature. As a result, the quality criteria that are consistent with these factors are developed. After the required criteria has been defined and validated from the component analysis, we then generate the prediction equations by performing regression analysis. These prediction equations are produced for predicting trust value. The final step in our approach is to specify the trust management strategy. The concept of fuzzy membership functions has been applied to convert the results from prediction equations in a strategic form of the linguistic terms.

The entire process that are used to establish trust management strategy and quality criteria proposed in this article can be expressed as a sequence of stages, as shown in Fig. 3. Practitioners and researchers in e-business can also apply this roadmap in order to manage trust in other specific context.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The findings described in this article demonstrates many contributions, as follows: 1) Clarify the curious of perceptual different between inexperienced and experienced buyers, 2) Identify which are the quality criteria that are consistent with customer perceptions, 3) Demonstrate how to manage trust in e-business by using the proper criteria, 4) Present how to manage trust with the dynamic situation based on buyer experiences in e-commerce system, 5) Demonstrate how to apply prediction equations with fuzzy membership functions for generating trust management strategy, and 6) Summarize the practical roadmap for establishing trust management strategy for practitioners and researchers in other related fields.

As in most studies, there are some limitations to this research study that can be summarized as follows: 1) This study collected data from cross-sectional experiments among students and employees in Thailand. Therefore, a future data collection should be further investigated for a longitudinal study. 2) Prediction equations that are presented in this study are based on customer perceptions in Thailand. If other researchers aim to build prediction equations in other regions, they can use quality criteria proposed in section III and conduct a survey to rank the importance of factors related to trust and satisfaction in those regions. 3) Trust management proposed in this study addresses only in the context of monetary based services like e-commerce. Trust management for e-business in other context should further address quality criteria that are consistent with that specific context. And finally, 4) Affecting from cultural and social sensitivity are not included in the scope of this study.
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